We investigated the effects of elastic heterogeneity on coseismic deformation associated with the 2011 Tohoku-oki earthquake, Japan, using a 3-D finite element model, incorporating the geometry of regional plate boundaries. Using a forward approach, we computed displacement fields for different elastic models with a given slip distribution. Three main structural models are considered to separate the effects of different kinds of heterogeneity: a homogeneous model, a two-layered model with crust-mantle stratification, and a crust-mantle layered model with a strong subducting slab. We observed two counteracting effects: (1) On large spatial scales, elastic layering with increasing rigidity with depth leads to a decrease in surface displacement. (2) An increase in rigidity from above the slab interface to below causes an increase in surface displacement, because the weaker hanging wall deforms to accommodate coseismic slip. Results for slip inversions associated with the Tohoku-oki earthquake show that slip patterns are modified when comparing homogeneous and heterogeneous models. However, the maximum slip only changes slightly: It increases from 38.5 m in the homogeneous to 39.6 m in the layered case and decreases to 37.3 m when slabs are introduced. Potency, i.e., the product of slip and fault area, changes accordingly. Layering leads to inferred slip distributions that are broader and deeper compared to the homogeneous case, particularly to the south of the overall slip maximum. The introduction of a strong slab leads to a reduction in slip around the slip maximum near the trench. We also find that details of the vertical deformation patterns for heterogeneous models are sensitive to the Poisson's ratio. While elastic heterogeneity does therefore not have a dramatic effect on bulk quantities such as inferred potency, the mechanical response of a layered medium with a slab does lead to a systematically modified slip response, and such effects may bias studies of mega-thrust earthquakes.
Introduction
The 2011 M9 Tohoku-oki earthquake, Japan, is one of the largest earthquakes ever observed, causing an abrupt change in regional seismicity and large-scale crustal deformation (e.g., Nishimura et al. 2011; Ishibe et al. 2011 ; Fig. 1 ). Given the mandate of improving our understanding of the associated seismic hazard, and utilizing the well-instrumented deformation signatures of this earthquake for our understanding of crustal mechanics, it is important to understand the coseismic slip, and how it may be influenced by the heterogeneity of the elastic structure that surrounds the plate interface.
The coseismic slip of the Tohoku-oki earthquake has been estimated from various observations including teleseismic waveforms (e.g., Yagi and Fukahata 2011) , strong motion (e.g., Suzuki et al. 2011) , and tsunami propagation (e.g., Fujii et al. 2011) , as well as from geodesy. The Japanese islands are covered with one of the world's most dense GPS networks and seafloor geodetic stations that recorded coseismic surface displacements caused by the earthquake (Fig. 1) . A number of geodetic slip inversions have been published, most of which used response (Green's) functions computed with the assumption of a Open Access *Correspondence: hashima@eri.u-tokyo.ac.jp 1 Earthquake Research Institute, University of Tokyo, Yayoi 1-1-1, Bunkyo-ku, Tokyo 113-0032, Japan Full list of author information is available at the end of the article homogeneous elastic half-space (e.g., Ozawa et al. 2011 Ozawa et al. , 2012 Iinuma et al. 2011 Iinuma et al. , 2012 Perfettini and Avouac 2014) , which is often an adequate approximation. However, the great spatial extent of the Tohoku-oki earthquake, more than 500 km along the surface, causing stress changes to similar depth extent, makes it likely that the resulting surface deformation was affected by the heterogeneity of the surrounding structure. Those include lateral variations in elastic strength due to the presence of the slab as well as depth dependence due to the influence of pressure and temperature on elastic strength.
For example, the consideration of elastic moduli increasing with depth may lead to an increase in inferred seismic moment compared to a homogeneous model (e.g., Hearn and Bürgmann 2005; Pollitz et al. 2011; Diao et al. 2012; Dong et al. 2014) . Conversely, the consideration of a strong slab (a slab with increased rigidity) in the coseismic inversion was shown to lead to a decrease in inferred seismic moment compared to a homogeneous model (Hsu et al. 2011; Kyriakopoulos et al. 2013) . Consideration of surface topography and lateral heterogeneity from seismic tomography was also found to lead to a better fit to the observed coseismic surface displacements (Pulvirenti et al. 2014; Romano et al. 2014) . There is, however, significant uncertainty when seismic velocity is converted to elastic moduli because of the possibly competing effects of temperature, pressure, and composition. Moreover, the physical mechanisms as to how different kinds of elastic heterogeneity affect surface deformation are unclear.
Here, we develop a 3-D finite element model that systematically investigates the kinematics of the Tohoku-oki earthquake given different structural configurations in order to understand how the various components influence the inferred slip distribution and seismic moment. This complexity includes depth-dependent elastic structure (including a Moho interface), as well as the incorporation of both the Pacific (PAC) and Philippine Sea Plate (PHS) slabs. We also study what level of complexity may be required to accurately explain both horizontal and vertical onland GPS, as well as seafloor geodetic observations.
Methods
We model elastic structure corresponding to crust-mantle layering under northeast Japan on the Eurasian plate (EUR) and the descending PAC and PHS slabs with a finite element method. Effects of elastic structure on coseismic deformation are evaluated by the following steps: (1) compute deformation due to a slip distribution given by a simple model to resemble the actual slip distribution of the Tohoku-oki earthquake for different structures (forward test) in order to get an understanding of the characteristic patterns and (2) invert for the actual slip distributions based on the data using Green's functions for slip patches computed for different elastic structures.
Finite element modeling
We use the ABAQUS finite element modeling software (http://www.3ds.com) to model coseismic deformation. To minimize boundary effects, our model domain includes the regions surrounding the immediate study area: the Kuril arc to the northeast, the Izu-Bonin Fig. 1 Coseismic displacements, seafloor topography, and plates around Japan. Onshore GPS displacements from Nishimura et al. (2011) . Offshore displacements by a combined GPS/acoustic technique from Sato et al. (2011) and Kido et al. (2011) , and those by pressure gauges from Ito et al. (2011 ), and Maeda et al. (2011 . Red and orange arrows indicate onshore and offshore horizontal displacement vectors. Triangles and squares indicate pressure gauges and GPS/acoustic stations, respectively. Onshore uplifts are expressed by color scales and contours taken at 20-cm intervals. Offshore uplifts are indicated by color within triangles and squares. White line with triangles shows the Japan trench. Mechanisms of the M9 2011 Tohoku-oki earthquake and the three largest aftershocks are shown. The epicenter of the mainshock is represented by a black dot connected with the mechanism. Star in inset is the epicenter of the mainshock. PAC Pacific plate, EUR Eurasian plate, PHS Philippine Sea plate and Mariana arcs to the south, and the Ryukyu arc to the southwest (Fig. 2) . The model domain is taken as a 3700 km × 4600 km rectangular region with a depth of 700 km. Geometric features expressed in spherical coordinates are transformed into Cartesian using an azimuthal equidistant projection taking (140°E, 40°N) as the center point. Displacements on the lateral and bottom boundaries of the model domain are fixed to zero. We have verified that the boundaries are far enough from the study area so as not to influence the model results.
The geometry of the PAC-EUR/PHS and PHS-EUR plate boundaries is estimated from interplate seismicity. We follow Nakajima and Hasegawa (2006) , Nakajima et al. (2009), and Kita et al. (2010) for the PAC-EUR/PHS boundary under northeast Japan, and Baba et al. (2002) , Nakajima and Hasegawa (2007) , Hirose et al. (2008a, b) , and Nakajima et al. (2009) for the PHS-EUR boundary under southwest Japan. The PAC-EUR plate boundary under the Kuril arc, the PAC-PHS boundary under the Izu-Bonin and Mariana arcs, and the PHS-EUR boundary under the Ryukyu arc are summarized in the Slab1.0 model (Hayes et al. 2012) . We interpolate these models to smooth PAC-EUR/PHS and PHS-EUR plate boundaries with the method of minimizing curvature with tension (Smith and Wessel 1990) and implement them into the finite element model. The plate boundaries divide the model domain into EUR, PAC, and PHS parts (Fig. 2a) . The top of EUR is taken as a flat surface at z = 0 km and the top of PAC and PHS is taken flat at z = −5 km, considering the relative elevation of continents and oceans. We also implement interfaces representing the lower surface of the subducting PAC and PHS plates. Slab thickness is assumed to be 70 km based on seismicity and seismic tomography (e.g., Nakajima and Hasegawa 2006) . The crust-mantle boundary for EUR is set at z = −30 km, which is the average value around Japan (e.g., Matsubara et al. 2008 ). Each part is subdivided into a number of layers as shown in Fig. 2c, d , which allows to set vertical variation in elastic moduli within the part. We do not consider minor surface topographic features nor anomalies in the Moho depth and slab thickness in our model, for simplicity. The model domain is divided into ~1,000,000 linear, tetrahedral elements. The characteristic length of the elements is ~5 km near the fault region and ~100 km on the lateral side and bottom of the model domain (Fig. 2a) . We have verified that further refinement of the mesh led only to minor changes in the predicted displacement field.
The fault slip region is assumed to be the PAC-EUR, PHS-EUR, and PAC-PHS plate boundaries shallower than 80 km depth, which are divided into 32 × 8, 17 × 8, and 11 × 8 subfaults (or patches) of uniform slip, respectively (Fig. 2b) . Slip on a subfault is prescribed using constraint equations defining relative movement of the two surfaces separated by a small distance (no contact condition), allowing the computation of Green's functions.
In terms of elastic heterogeneity, we consider the effects of crust-mantle layering and strong slabs (Fig. 2d) . Three structures are considered: (1) a homogeneous model (HOM), (2) a two-layered model with the layer interface at z = −30 km (LYR) (Fig. 2c) , and (3) a twolayered in the EUR part with added PAC-and PHS-slab model (SLAB) (Fig. 2d) . The rigidity for HOM is assumed to be 35 GPa (deformation for homogeneous model is independent of rigidity). Considering seismic velocity structure beneath Japan and V P -and V S -anomalies of the slab for guidance (e.g., Nakajima et al. 2001; Matsubara et al. 2008; Huang et al. 2011) , values for the rigidity of the crust, mantle, and slab in LYR and SLAB are set to 35, 65, and 85 GPa, respectively, and the Poisson's ratio is set to 0.25 for all materials. Note that average rigidity for the model increases in order of HOM, LYR, and SLAB. For each elastic structure, displacement responses of the onshore and offshore stations for unity strike and dip slips on all subfaults are calculated as Green's functions for inversion of the observed data.
Observed coseismic displacements
The Japanese islands are covered by a network with more than 1200 permanent GPS stations run by the Geospatial Information Authority (GSI) of Japan (e.g., Sagiya et al. 2000) . GSI releases daily site location solutions of the stations estimated by routine analysis. However, daily locations include the effect of plenty of aftershocks for Tohoku-oki, including the three M7 aftershocks that occurred within 30 min after the M9 mainshock. Nishimura et al. (2011) estimated 5-min locations by kinematic positioning analysis to remove aftershock effects. We used 1283 data from Nishimura et al. (2011) . Observational errors of GPS measurements on land are ~4 and ~15 mm for horizontal and vertical components, respectively (e.g., Ozawa et al. 2011) .
In addition to the onshore data, we can use the data at six Japan Coast Guard and two Tohoku University seafloor stations, obtained by a combined GPS/acoustic technique (Sato et al. 2011; Kido et al. 2011) . We also use vertical displacement data obtained by four pressure gauge results of Tohoku University Hino et al. 2011) and two from the Earthquake Research Institute of the University of Tokyo (Maeda et al. 2011) . A station of Tohoku University named GJT3 observes vertical displacements with both a GPS/acoustic technique and a pressure gauge. As the pressure gauge data are considered to be of higher accuracy , we use pressure gauge data as the vertical displacement for GJT3. The observational errors are of order hundred millimeters (Sato et al. 2011) , i.e., much larger than those of onshore data. The offshore data are also contaminated by the effect of foreshocks and aftershocks. However, these effects are estimated to be relatively small, and so the seafloor data give us important information complementing onshore data (Sato et al. 2011) . Figure 1 shows both onshore and offshore data. We can see broad horizontal deformation of ~5 m at the maximum on land and ~31 m on the seafloor. On the other hand, vertical deformation is relatively localized on the Pacific coast with maximum 1.1 m subsidence on land and 5 m uplift on the seafloor.
Inversion
We perform a standard, damped linear inversion (e.g., Menke 2012). Considering linear elasticity, the displacement data d and slip x can be related to the response matrix A as, Here, d and A are scaled by the data uncertainties. We require a smooth slip distribution, whose roughness may be expressed by using the Laplace operator as
where ξ 1 and ξ 2 are local coordinates along strike and dip direction. Superscript i is taken for strike and dip components. Discretizing Eq. (2), we can obtain the vector form of the smoothness constraints, Here, L is the roughness matrix, i.e., a discretized Laplace operator, and α is a damping parameter. Because there are places where arrangement of the subfaults is highly oblique, explicit expressions for L can become involved as shown in "Appendix" section. The slip vector x is obtained by solving Eqs. (1) and (3) by damped least squares
In order to determine α, we compute a tradeoff curve by plotting variance reduction defined as Green, gray, and blue portion denote crust, mantle or asthenosphere under PAC slab, and slab, respectively. Each portion is divided into horizontal layers to set further heterogeneity ( Fig. 9a) both data fit and smoothness of solution may be obtained at a shoulder point of the trade-off curve (Fig. 3) . The covariance matrix of the solution parameters is given by
It would be difficult to reproduce the seafloor displacements if we would assign data uncertainties based on observation errors in the inversion, because of asymmetries of numbers of the onland GPS data and the numbers of the seafloor data and because of the difference in observation errors of the seafloor stations. As Iinuma et al. (2012) pointed out, the model error of the response matrix due to spatial heterogeneity might be up to 10 % of the amplitude of the data. In this study, we assume an additional weight for seafloor data. We use weights of 1:¼:1/10 for horizontal components of the onshore data, vertical components of the onshore data, and seafloor displacements, respectively. The effect of this weighting is explored below.
Results

Forward tests
Based on previous studies that inferred largest slip values near the trench (e.g., Ozawa et al. 2012 ), a simple slip distribution for the forward tests is assigned to the subfaults in a concentric fashion with the center of (144°E, 37.8°N) (Fig. 4) . The slip direction is parallel to line ab in Fig. 4 , and slip decreases linearly from 40 m at the
center to zero at the distance of 200 km. The equivalent seismic moments are 5.01 × 10 22 Nm, 5.82 × 10 22 Nm, and 9 × 10 22 Nm for the HOM, LYR, and SLAB cases, respectively. These differences arise from differences in rigidity. The potency, i.e., the product of slip and fault area alone, is identical for all cases, at 1.43 × 10 12 m 3 . Figure 4a shows the surface displacement field for the HOM case, but visually results are very similar for all structures: Horizontal displacement vectors point toward the source region with a maximum magnitude of ~5 m onshore and ~20 m offshore. Vertical displacements show uplifts up to 5 m near the trench, subsidence at distances of 100-300 km from the trench, and gentle uplift further away. We can see the subtle effects of crust-mantle layering by subtracting HOM displacements from LYR displacements and those of the strong slab by subtracting LYR from SLAB displacements. We plot differences in displacements at the observation stations, surface vertical displacements along line ab, and displacement fields on a cross section with depth under line ab for LYR-HOM (Fig. 4b, d , f ) and for SLAB-LYR (Fig. 4c, e, g ).
The crust-mantle layering leads to a decrease in magnitude of the onshore horizontal vectors of LYR compared to HOM (Fig. 4b) . At the same time, a comparable amount of increase at stations near the trench is inferred. As for vertical displacements, relative uplift up to ~300 km from the trench, and relative subsidence further than ~300 km away from the trench are found (Fig. 4b,  d ). Figure 4f shows an overall decrease in the magnitude of the displacement vectors both in the hanging wall and in the footwall except above the shallow part of the source region. The less deformable mantle impedes the relative displacement motions.
In the case of the SLAB-LYR difference, displacement differences are expectedly more localized around the source region near the trench because of the introduction of the strong slab. However, Fig. 4c also shows an onshore decrease and offshore increase in magnitude of the horizontal vectors of SLAB compared to LYR. In this case, the offshore difference is more than ten times larger. The vertical difference shows offshore relative uplift and onshore relative subsidence. Interestingly, the surface vertical difference appears to have two individual uplift zones at ~0-100 and ~100-300 km from the trench along line ab (Fig. 4e) . The displacement difference is larger to the north of the line ab (Fig. 4c) , due to the proximity of the land area to the source region and asymmetry in geometry of the plate interface.
Thus, crust-mantle layering and slab effects can show contrasting behaviors of increases in offshore displacement and decreases onshore, though the pattern and relative amplitude differ. We can understand these effects as a superposition of two contributions. The first, layering Fig. 3 Example of misfit-roughness trade-off curve. We used the result for SLAB structure with weights of 1:¼:1/10 for horizontal components of the onshore data, vertical components of the onshore data, and seafloor displacements, respectively. Star denotes the minimum curvature point, corresponding to the optimum solution effect is an overall decrease in deformation with increase in average rigidity across the model region. The second, interface effect is local to the source/trench region: When the rigidity of the footwall is relatively larger than the hanging wall, the footwall becomes less deformable. Thus, for the same slip, the movement of the hanging wall should increase (cf. Hsu et al. 2011) . Both effects exist in the HOM → LYR and LYR → SLAB steps. In LYR, material just above and beneath the plate interface is the same, but the underlying high rigidity layer results in less deformation in the footwall side, causing an interface effect. In SLAB, an increase in rigidity from LYR occurs only in the thin slab zone, but still contributes to the increase in average rigidity. Thus, we can see the layering effect on land, though it is very small. The contrasting behavior thus appears as the superposition of the two effects in both steps.
We can expect the two effects to be seen in vertical displacements as well. Though vertical displacements are harder to explain because of the inverse of the sign from offshore to onshore, the two effects can account for an increase in uplift near the trench and slight decrease in uplift on the west coast. On the other hand, relative uplift occurs ~100-300 km from the trench including several seafloor stations near the land and coastal areas, where the two effects cancel for the horizontal case (Fig. 4d, e) . This uplift zone is distinguishable from the uplift zone at ~0-100 km from the trench in Fig. 4e . Figure 4f , g shows a decrease in descending motion of the footwall beneath the relative uplift area (at ~100-200 km from the trench). Hence, this relative uplift may be the result of blocking of the descending motion due to the high rigidity of the mantle and slab.
In Fig. 5 , we show how these elastic effects depend on the choice of the structural parameters: mantle rigidity μ m in LYR, slab rigidity μ s in SLAB, crustal thickness H in LYR, and the Poisson's ratio, ν, of the continental crust in SLAB. Both horizontal and vertical profiles are shown along line ab.
The layering and interface effects expectedly increase with an increase in the rigidity contrast. The displacement difference changes in magnitude, while the pattern remains the same (Fig. 5a-d) . Changes in crustal thickness lead to more complex results. In the horizontal profile, heterogeneous effects become less pronounced when the thickness both increases and decreases from LYR model (H = 30 km) (Fig. 5c ). In the limit of both H → 0 and H → ∞, LYR model becomes the homogeneous model. The layering effect reaches its maximum when the crustal thickness is equal to the vertical extent of the source region (~35 km). On the other hand, the layering effect in the verticals is not reduced for H = 60 or 80 km (Fig. 5d) . We can see that a significant LYR-HOM difference in downward displacement occurs at depths of ~100 km (Fig. 4f ) , so layering down to this depth may still influence surface vertical displacements. Changing the Poisson's ratio for the continental crust does not lead to large changes in the horizontals, but strongly affects verticals in response to horizontal extension (Fig. 5g, h) , even leading to change in the sign of the difference of the vertical fields for the SLAB versus the LYR case. Hence, high Poisson's ratios could lead to an underestimate of vertical displacements. Figure 6a shows the best-fitting solution for the SLAB case, and Fig. 6b shows the uncertainty in slip obtained by taking the square root of the diagonal elements of the covariance matrix (Eq. 5). We also estimated uncertainties by Monte Carlo simulations, assigning normally distributed random perturbations to the data and then inverting 5000 realizations of those synthetics; the mean solution is the same as Fig. 6a and the resulting error (standard deviation) shown in Fig. 6c . We consider the Monte Carlo estimates of slip uncertainties (Fig. 6c) , which are ~one-third of the amplitude of the analytical estimates (Fig. 6b) , to be closer to the true uncertainty, but in Fig. 6b errors are more conservative. Next, we examined the contribution of slip on the PHS slab by comparing inversions with and without the PHS source region (Fig. 6d) . The comparison shows that the effect of allowing slip on the PHS interface is minor. While the modifications in the overall slip pattern seem physically plausible, at least close to the southern trench, their amplitude is less than, or comparable to, what one would expect from the conservative or Monte Carlo-based "noise" estimates, respectively. In the following, we will allow for slip on the PHS interface, but note that overall results do not critically depend on this choice.
Slip inversion
Results for slip inversions with the different elastic structures are shown in Fig. 7 . Upper panels (Fig. 7a-c) show results using both onshore and offshore data, and lower panels (Fig. 7d-f ) for results using only onshore data. Figure 7a Fig. 8 . Upper panels show results using both onshore and offshore data, and lower panels for results using only onshore data. Figure 8a , e shows comparison of the calculated and observed displacements for HOM. Figure 8b , f shows residual (observed minus computed) displacements for HOM, Fig. 8c , g for LYR, and Fig. 8d , h for SLAB. Parameters for slip distribution and data fitting in each case are summarized in Table 1 .
As expected from the forward tests, the basic slip pattern for HOM (Fig. 7a ) is common to each structure. The maximum slip of 38.5 m occurs near the trench at 38°N with corresponding seismic moment of 3.72 × 10 22 Nm. These values are consistent with previous estimates assuming a homogeneous structure, though published maximum slip values vary widely, from ~30 to ~80 m, depending on the choice of data weights and smoothing constraints (e.g., Pollitz et al. 2011; Diao et al. 2012; Iinuma et al. 2012; Ozawa et al. 2012; Perfettini and Avouac 2014) . In the LYR case, the slip area broadens as indicated by the slip difference (Fig. 7b) . The maximum slip increases to 39.6 m, but a larger, local increase of ~3 m occurs at 37°N. Seismic moment increases to 4.49 × 10 22 Nm, corresponding to the moment magnitude of 9.04. In the SLAB case, the maximum slip drops to 37.3 m, while the seismic moment and the moment magnitude further increase to 7.16 × 10 22 Nm and 9.17, respectively. We can see a local slip increase area at 40°N (Fig. 7c) . This increase appears to cancel out the negative dip slip seen for HOM (Figs. 6a, 7a) . The increase in seismic moment from HOM, to LYR, to SLAB mostly reflects the increase in rigidity in the surrounding material. Potency is more appropriate for comparisons of slip characteristics (e.g., Ampuero and Dahlen 2005; Hearn and Bürgmann 2005) and increases from 1.06 × 10 12 m 3 (HOM) to 1.18 × 10 12 m 3 (LYR) and then drops slightly to 1.16 × 10 12 m 3 (SLAB) as does the maximum slip (Table 1 ). The residual displacements (Fig. 8b-d ) decrease in both horizontal and vertical components, and at both onshore and offshore stations, indicating an improvement of fit using SLAB or LYR compared to the HOM case. Looking at the residuals in detail, the decrease in residual occurs more to the south at 37-38°N at the HOM → LYR step (Fig. 8b, c) , and the remaining residual at ~40°N diminishes for the LYR → SLAB step (Fig. 8c, d ). These changes appear related to the movement of the area of slip change from ~37°N (Fig. 7b) to  ~38°N (Fig. 7c) . In terms of variance reduction, the layering effect is dominant in improving the HOM model, but the slab also contributes to an improvement (Table 1) .
Results for the onshore only inversion show similar features to those for the full inversion. Compared to the results for the combined inversion, the slip in HOM is more broadly distributed, and the maximum slip decreases to 22.4 m, which is consistent with other studies without offshore data (Ozawa et al. 2011; Iinuma et al. 2011) . (SLAB), as expected from the background modulus increase. Seismic moment and potency in each structure are slightly smaller than those obtained in the combined inversion. These decreases are consistent with the findings of Diao et al. (2012) and Kyriakopoulos et al. (2013) .
Variance reduction generally indicates a better fit in each case compared to the corresponding combined inversion case. The offshore data are difficult to fit because they are biased by spatial sparseness, even for our weighting choices, and may include preseismic and postseismic deformation (Sato et al. 2011 ).
An interesting feature of these results is the increase and decrease in the maximum slip and potency from HOM to SLAB. We may understand these results by considering the layering and interface effects. In slip inversions, the layering effect requires larger slip given the increase in the average rigidity for the same surface displacements, and the interface effect requires smaller slip with the stronger footwall for the same surface displacements. A balance of these two effects controls the effect of the elastic structure on slip inversions. Comparing the layering and slab effects in slip inversions, the relative importance of the layering displacements is, naturally, larger for the purely layered case, and the relative importance of the interface displacements is larger in the slab case (Fig. 4) . This would explain the increase in the maximum slip for LYR and their decrease compared to SLAB.
As we have seen, the offshore displacements are important for accounting for the effect of elastic structure close to the interface. One might expect that the maximum slip (and potency) would increase at LYR → SLAB step without offshore data, because mainly the layering effect contributes. To the contrary, the result shows the maximum slip decreases for the combined inversion case. This contradiction can be understood by observing the vertical component. The vertical deformation can be more effective when we do not use the offshore data, because it is more localized in the closer (east) side of the land. From Fig. 4b , c, the change in the vertical displacement at HOM → LYR and LYR → SLAB steps is reversed in sign with the former characterized by decrease in subsidence (relative uplift), and the latter is characterized by the weak increase in subsidence (relative subsidence), though the relative subsidence area is placed more on north. Thus, to fit the data requires slip increase in LYR and slip decrease in SLAB. Given our results on the role of the Poisson's ratio, however, such subtle effects in the verticals may not be robust.
We examined three basic models to understand the basic behavior with changes in the overall elastic structure. Studies of seismic tomography, for example, indicate seismic velocity heterogeneity on smaller scales. We therefore further consider if an improvement in data fit can be achieved with possibly more realistic elastic structure. We take 1-D averaged vertical structure under Japan from seismic tomography (Matsubara et al. 2008 ) and elastic structure of the oceanic lithosphere from Miura et al. (2005) . Mantle structure under the oceanic side is assumed to be the same as the continental sides. PAC and PHS slabs under the depth of 80 km are assumed to have 5 % larger seismic velocities than the surrounding mantle (Fig. 9a) . Figure 9 shows the inversion results. The overall slip distribution is similar to Figs. 6a and 7a. Compared Test results for inversion uncertainties and the effect of the source region on the PHS slab. a The best-fitting solution for the SLAB case, which is the same as the mean solution for 5000 slip inversions using the observed data with Gaussian noise according to uncertainties. b Standard deviation of slip on each subfault based on the square root of the diagonal of the covariance matrix. c Standard deviation of slip estimated from Monte Carlo simulations. d Difference of the inverted slip on PAC slab with and without PHS source region. Positive and negative color scales for panels (a, d) denote magnitude of slip with positive and negative dip components, respectively to SLAB, the maximum slip increases from 37.3 to 38.7 m and the potency increases from 1.16 × 10 12 to 1.18 × 10 12 m 3 . On the other hand, seismic moment decreases from 7.16 × 10 22 to 5.61 × 10 22 Nm. These changes can be explained by the decrease in the interface effect due to the introduction of the weak oceanic crust. The residual pattern of data fit (Fig. 9c) is similar to SLAB, but the overall variance reduction reduced from 0.9981 to 0.9978. The slightly worse fit of the more "realistic" model may be due to a bias arising from the application of regional 3-D continental and oceanic velocity structures to our layered model structure and is likely not a comprehensive test of other 3-D heterogeneity.
However, this experiment serves to illustrate robustness of our results.
One might also be interested in effects of elastic structures on coseismic stress change. However, given our simplified elastic structures with little lateral heterogeneity, we find very little difference for shallow stress in terms of both amplitude and style of the stress tensor throughout the domain.
Discussion
We examined elastic effects on coseismic deformation due to the 2011 Tohoku-oki earthquake, Japan, with forward and inverse approaches. Several inversions using (Pollitz et al. 2011; Diao et al. 2012; Dong et al. 2014) . This is likely because we adopted a stronger smoothing constraint on the slip distribution, adjusting the damping based on consistent trade-off curve analysis. However, the bulk parameter seismic potency is a more robust measure to assess the elastic effect.
As for the slab effect, our results do not indicate a significant role of contrasts in rigidity across the plate interface compared to crust-mantle layering. Instead, fitting in the onshore region also plays an important role. This result conflicts with Kyriakopoulos et al. (2013) , who emphasized its importance. One of the reasons for this mismatch might stem from the elastic contrast used. The rigidity ratio in our SLAB model is 2.4, while Kyriakopoulos et al. 's (2013) model used 3.7. According to studies of seismic tomography (e.g., Nakajima et al. 2001; Huang et al. 2011) , velocity anomalies (V P and V S ) in the slab compared to the surrounding mantle are ~6 %, implying that even our contrast might be on the high end. Kyriakopoulos et al. 's (2013) larger contrast may lead to an overestimate of the effect of elastic heterogeneity. Their elastic contrast also leads to poor fit of the vertical displacements ( Fig. 4c in Kyriakopoulos et al. 2013 ). Additionally, their choice of large Poisson's ratio of 0.34 for continental crust may also cause an underestimate of vertical displacements (Fig. 5h) . Studies of seismic tomography do not support V P /V S ratios corresponding to such a high Poisson's ratio except in the toe part of the overriding plate (Matsubara and Obara 2011; Yamamoto et al. 2014) .
We can understand the effects of elastic heterogeneity on inversions for subduction zone earthquake slip by considering layering and interface effects. While Earth's mantle shows lateral heterogeneity, the Moho and the plate interfaces are the most prominent discontinuities in the upper mantle. The inclusion of further heterogeneity for the example of Fig. 9 did not improve the fitting, though other model choices may of course perform better. Our results suggest that coseismic deformation cannot resolve elastic heterogeneity much beyond crust-mantle layering and the effects of a slab except for small-scale, lateral heterogeneities near the surface such as local topography. Slip distributions change from HOM → LYR to LYR → SLAB steps in different places (Fig. 7) . This pattern cannot be explained by the overall layering and interface effects. It is likely due to the subtle geometry of plate boundary. If we would have a data set that stretches from the trench to land, a more comprehensive understanding might be possible based on the two effects. Conversely, incompleteness of data, such as lack of the offshore data, may lead to difficulty in inferring the individual elastic effects.
In this study, the SLAB model shows the best data fit (Table 1) . Still, we can see systematic residuals (Fig. 8d) . Most notably, vertical residuals are positive on the east coast and negative in the west coast. This broad anomaly might reflect regional elastic heterogeneity, in particular of Poisson's ratio, with distance from the trench to the back-arc. Alternatively, the crustal thickness may gradually thin westward, or it could be attributed to the existence of an oceanic crust in the Sea of Japan and the thinned crust in the Miocene back-arc rift basin along the west coast (Matsubara et al. 2008) . In this study, we did not consider lateral changes in crustal thickness, but such complexities would be straightforward to implement, and we expect that the misfit would be further reduced. We can also see a large positive vertical residual at (141°E, 39°N). This could be because of the local subsidence due to the hot material under a nearby volcano (Takada and Fukushima 2013) , though the volcano itself is located slightly to the west.
Systematic horizontal residual vectors are also found in Fig. 8d . Westward-oriented residuals are found along the west coast and northward residuals on both sides of the strait at 41.5°N, which are also found in previous studies Perfettini and Avouac 2014) . The residuals along the west coast might be related to the thin oceanic crust of the Sea of Japan and the Miocene backarc rift basin. The northward residuals around the strait might reflect some regional tectonics around the corner of the plate boundary zone between the northeast Japan and Kuril arcs. More strongly localized residuals on the east coast may be related to local elastic heterogeneities in the crust .
Conclusions
We investigated effects of elastic structure on coseismic deformation due to the 2011 Tohoku-oki earthquake, Japan, with a 3-D finite element model with forward and inverse approaches. We observed two main effects of heterogeneity for fixed slip tests: (1) On large spatial scales, elastic layering leads to a decrease in surface displacement with an increase in the average rigidity. (2) Close to the slab interface, surface displacements increase with the increase in rigidity across the fault. Both layered structure and slab effects are expressed as the superposition of the layering and interface effects. We also found that the vertical displacement modification due to slab structure was sensitive to the Poisson's ratio of the continental crust.
When the heterogeneous models are employed in inversions, the maximum slip increases from 38.5 m in the homogeneous to 39.6 m in the layered case and decreases to 37.3 m when slabs are introduced, and potency changes accordingly. While only of order 5-10 % of the maximum slip, patterns of local slip modification are robust, and the rheologically more realistic models do provide a better fit to the data. Inclusion of slip on the Philippine Sea plate interface has little impact. Further improvements of data fit may therefore be possible by introducing local heterogeneity near the surface and local topography.
Among the elastic heterogeneity effects, layering has the larger impact on inferred slip and leads to a broader and deeper slip patch compared to the homogeneous model, particularly to the south of the overall slip maximum. The further introduction of a strong slab leads to a reduction in slip around the maximum slip and a slight increase further toward the north, both effects localized close to the trench. While heterogeneity is thus of minor importance for bulk properties such as potency, a layered medium with a slab shows a systematically modified response, and the inferred differences in slip distribution may matter for detailed regional effects, such as inferences on afterslip or viscoelastic relaxation.
Abbreviations PHS: Philippine Sea plate; EUR: Eurasian plate; PAC: Pacific plate; HOM: homogeneous structure; LYR: layered structure; SLAB: slab structure.
